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Abstract: We study the continuum Widom-Rowlinson model of interpenetrating
spheres. Using a new geometric representation for this system, we provide a simple
percolation-based proof of the phase transition. We also use this representation to
formulate the problem, and prove the existence of an interfacial tension between co-
existing phases. Finally, we ascribe geometric (i.e. probabilistic) significance to the
correlation functions which allows us to prove the existence of a sharp correlation
length in the single-phase regime.

1. Introduction

1A. Background and statement of results. The Widom-Rowlinson model [WR] is
a simple and beautiful model of continuum particles. It is of interest both because
of it applicability in the description of continuum systems, and because it is the
only continuum system for which a phase transition has been rigorously established
[R]. The Widom-Rowlinson (WR) model has two equivalent standard formulations
- one as a binary gas and the other as a single-species model of a dense (liquid)
phase in contact with a rarefied (gas) phase. In the binary gas formulation, the
only interaction is a hard-core exclusion between the two species of particles -
call them A and B. There is no intraspecies interaction: two particles of the same
type can interpenetrate freely. The phase diagram of the model is a function of the
fugacities, ZA and ZB, of the two species. Clearly, there is a symmetry between A
and B particles; hence zA = zB — z is a line of symmetry of the phase diagram. For
both the continuum and lattice versions of the model, it has been shown via Peierls'
arguments that for z large enough, the symmetry is spontaneously broken, yielding
two phases: one is ^4-rich and the other is B-ήch [LG, R]. The transition between
these phases is first-order. It is expected, but not proved that the line ZA — zB = z
of first-order transitions ends in a critical point at some positive value z — zc of
the common fugacity. The single-species formulation of the model is obtained by
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